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The Kashmir Rights Forum (KRF) is an informal, secular, apolitical and forward looking interactive platform
highlighting human rights violations perpetuated against innocent Kashmiri population by terrorists either directly
supported by separatists and their over ground workers or indirectly by sympathizers over last three decades as a
result of proxy war initiated by Pakistan on our homeland.
KRF is dexterous, focused forum with overarching mission to mobilize expertise and public opinion to counter
the organized attempt to violate human rights of common innocent Kashmiris of all generations by the nexus and
tarnishing the image of government and security forces by certain section of media, intelligentsia and conflict
entrepreneurs by flaring up allegations of human rights violations on them, thus diverting attention from the real
perpetrators of these violations.
We, at KRF encourage response by likeminded or otherwise, people and organizations, on documents,
articles & video content produced on multiple social media platforms by us to apprise all citizens of such violations.
KRF will endeavor to expose the designs of the perpetrators by studying the past and present and producing the
facts for public scrutiny as part of our research and highlight such events in present, earliest on occurrence.

Glimpses of Monthly Theme February 2022

TERRORISM INDUSTRY IN J&K:
REASONS BEHIND ITS GROWTH IN LAST THREE DECADES

The Growth of terrorism, radicalization, role of Pakistan and Separatists nexus.
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TERRORISM INDUSTRY IN J&K:
REASONS BEHIND ITS GROWTH IN LAST THREE DECADES
The Growth of terrorism, radicalization, role of Pakistan and Separatists nexus.
Magnitude of Terrorism in J&K Since 1990
people, particularly minority Hindus, being forced
to migrate from the Valley. Even foreign tourists
In recent history of state and especially since 1990,

have not been spared. Terrorists posed a serious

the main theater of Pak sponsored activity in India

threat to Aviation Security as they resorted to

has been the State of Jammu and Kashmir, which

hijacking to achieve their demands. With the

has witnessed the loss of about 27,000 lives. The

decline in local terrorism, pan-Islamic 'Jihadi'

number of weapons and other military hardware

outfits have come to dominate seeking to destroy

recovered in anti-terrorist operations could equip

the secular fabric of the State. The complexion of

several battalions of a modern Army during the

terrorism has undergone a change with focused

decade long Pak sponsored terrorism in J&K. In

attacks on Security Forces (SF). A systematic effort

over 51,000 terrorist incidents around 27,000

is being made to tarnish the image of security

persons including about 9,700 civilians and over

forces by whipping up allegations of violation of

3000 Security personnel have been killed. The

Human Rights even though terrorists operating

terrorist violence caused extensive damage to

under a nexus have shown no concern for the

private and public property, with large number of

human rights of their victims.

[1]

For Islamabad, the liberation of Kashmir is a sacred mission, the only task

unfulfilled since Muhammad Ali Jinnah's days. Moreover, a crisis in Kashmir constitutes an

excellent outlet for the frustration at home, an instrument for the mobilisation of the

masses, as well as gaining the support of the Islamist parties and primarily their loyalists

in the military and the ISI.

Yossef Bodansky

(Director of the US Congress Task Force on Terrorism and Unconventional Warfare)
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Low Intensity Conflict Continues
Unabated
Since Pakistan-sponsored terrorism first erupted in
the Kashmir Valley in 1989-90 and cries of azadi
(independence) rent the air, the pendulum of public
opinion in Kashmir has swung away from thoughts
of Jihad to more mundane 'bread and butter'
issues. While the security situation in Kashmir
Valley has improved considerably, Pakistan is now
endeavoring to spread the cult of terrorism and
terrorism to new areas south of the Pir Panjal range
in the Jammu region, so as to create an ethnic and
sectarian divide and trigger a communal backlash.
Pakistan's increasing frustration and desperation
can be gauged from the number of incidents of
terrorism that its mercenary agents have been
perpetrating since the situation in Kashmir Valley
began to slip out of control in 1997-98. Pakistan's
aim was clearly to de-stabilize India by all possible
means. A protracted 'proxy war' and sustained
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The Indian Government, on the other hand, has
exhibited remarkable restraint in the face of grave
provocation. It is now engaged in taking stock of
the emerging developments to evolve a coordinated civil and military 'action plan' to ensure
that the initiative does not remain with Pakistan and
that India is able to safeguard its national security
and territorial integrity, as well as, eventually root
out terrorism from J&K and other parts of India.
Though military operations against the Pakistansponsored terrorists and terrorists have been
extremely successful, the nation has paid a heavy
price in terms of civilian and military casualties. The
economic costs have also been staggering and
obviously cannot be sustained indefinitely. It is
imperative that the impact of the various
complexities and nuances of the J&K issue is
carefully evaluated so that pragmatic decisions can
be made to resolve it expeditiously.

Genesis of Terrorism in Kashmir

political and diplomatic offensives, are part of a

Ever since Pakistani raiders and razakars guided

well-crafted strategy to keep India engaged in

and led by Pakistan army invaded J&K in October

internal squabbles and impose a heavy burden on

1947 and the state acceded to India, Pakistan has

the Indian economy. Pakistan has achieved

been unable to accept what it perceives as a

considerable success in projecting the Jammu and

wrongful loss. The state remains a bone of

Kashmir (J&K) issue as an international 'flashpoint'.

contention between the two countries even after

Pakistan also aims to ensure that the Indian Army
and Central Para-Military Forces (CPMFs) remain
increasingly engaged in counter-insurgency/internal
security operations in J&K and the north-eastern
states, so as to degrade India's superiority in
conventional combat through a process of strategic
fatigue. While ensuring that violence in the ongoing
low intensity conflict is maintained at a low level so
that it does not lead to a conventional war (that is,
it does not cross India's perceived threshold of
tolerance), Pakistan can be expected to continue to
develop its nuclear and missile capabilities to

over 75 years of independence. The Pakistan
Government calls it the 'core' issue and says that
the eventual merger of J&K with Pakistan is the
only acceptable solution to the problem and that it
is the 'unfinished agenda of partition

[2]

. Having

failed to annex J&K by force in the several wars
initiated by it against India over the last 75 years,
and emboldened by its acquisition of nuclear
weapons in 1987, Pakistan hatched a new
conspiracy for the annexation of J&K by waging a
covert 'proxy war' against India through a strategy
of 'bleeding India by a thousand cuts'.

match Indian capabilities in these fields. Pakistan

Operation 'Topac', under which Pakistan launched

hopes that such capabilities would further deter

its proxy war against India, was brilliantly conceived

India from resorting to conventional conflict to

and skillfully executed. Pakistan's President, General

resolve the Kashmir issue.

Zia ul Haq's concept was to exploit the religious
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sentiments of the Kashmiri people, whip up

the Kashmiri people's disillusionment with Mr.

passions on communal and sectarian lines, fan the

Farooq Abdullah's allegedly corrupt and inefficient

flames of religious fundamentalism and, in the

administration, led to spontaneous protest and a

process, gradually create conditions for waging a

call for azadi (independence). Thus the situation

Jihad. Before launching its proxy war in Kashmir,

was ripe for exploitation and the ISI, which was

Pakistan also initiated measures to exploit the

ready and waiting, stepped in to fan the flames.

disgruntled elements among the youth of Punjab to
fight for the creation of an independent Sikh state
of Khalistan. The intention was to destabilize India
by creating conditions of insecurity in two
contiguous front-line Indian states and to tie down
the Indian security forces, particularly the Indian

The strategic design of Operation Topac was to
launch a proxy war against India in a phased
manner. The salient aspects of Pakistan's plan
were:-

l

communications networks and subvert the

Army, in internal security duties. It was expected

police and financial institutions.

that prolonged employment in internal security
duties would weaken the Indian Army and degrade

Initiate a low-level insurgency to interdict

l

Subsequently, exert direct pressure along the

its conventional superiority over the Pakistan Army.

Line of Control (LoC) by large-scale sabotage

All this was to be achieved through a low-cost

and infiltrate mercenaries and Special Forces to

option, without getting directly involved.

attack vital targets in rear areas.

The Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) Directorate of

l

At an appropriate stage, using religion as a

Pakistan was entrusted with the responsibility of

motivating and binding factor, give a nudge to

executing the plan. The ISI had gained immense

the Jihad to peak and, if necessary, be prepared

experience in organizing guerrilla warfare in

to exercise the military option to liberate J&K.

Afghanistan, with sabotage and terrorism as the
weapons of choice, while working together with the
US Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). The ISI had
also surreptitiously siphoned off nearly 60 per cent
of the small arms, light weapons, ammunition and
explosives supplied to it by the CIA for onward
dispatch to the Afghan mujahideen. It has been
reported that arms and ammunition worth US $5
billion had been pumped into Afghanistan by the
US and its allies. In addition, the erstwhile Soviet
Union had supplied arms and ammunition worth
US $5.7 billion. Large numbers of these weapons
became available to the ISI for equipping Kashmiri
terrorists when the Soviet forces withdrew from
Afghanistan in 1989. Profits from the clandestine
sale of freely available narcotics from Afghanistan,
donations from Muslim zealots in other countries
and profits from large-scale smuggling activities
across the Indian border, provided adequate funds
to finance an uprising in J&K. Massive rigging of
elections to the J&K Assembly in March 1987, and

While J&K was to remain the focus of all ISI
activities, Operation Topac also envisaged the
provision of support and encouragement to
insurgent and terrorist groups in the north-eastern
states of India and the spread of terrorism
progressively to other parts of India, in keeping with
the strategy of bleeding the country through a
thousand cuts. It is axiomatic that for the
Pakistanis, a continuing crisis in Kashmir and
tensions along the LoC with India provide an
excellent diversion from frustrations at home. These
are time-tested methods for mobilising the masses,
for gaining the support of fundamentalist Islamic
parties and the mullahs within Pakistan and in other
Islamic states. It also enables the civilian rulers and
the bureaucracy to keep the Pakistani Army
gainfully employed in directing and supporting the
slickly packaged 'just cause' of the Muslim brethren
of Kashmir and, as a corollary, away from
harbouring thoughts of another military coup.
Another major aim is to internationalize the
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Kashmir issue, contrary to the spirit of the 1972

and neglect, compounded by rampant corruption,

Shimla Agreement, by raising the bogey of the

cynical nepotism, alienation from the national

denial of the Kashmiri people's right of self-

mainstream and political mismanagement, the

determination. It is conveniently ignored that

situation in J&K was as bad as it could possibly

Pakistan itself had impeded the process of the

have been in 1988-89. It is only belatedly that true

holding of a plebiscite in J&K by not vacating its

realization has dawned regarding the various sins of

illegal occupation of Pakistan Occupied Kashmir

omission and commission with which the

(POK), which is called Azad Kashmir in Pakistan.

post-independence history of J&K is replete.

The playing up and highlighting of trumped up

Former J&K Governor, Mr. Girish Chandra Saxena,

human rights violations in the international media is

had mentioned to Prakash Nanda in an interview

also part of a well-orchestrated campaign.

that, We are considering the situation on the

Pakistan's proxy war campaign is carefully
calibrated to ensure that India's perceived
'threshold of tolerance' is not transgressed. Though
Pakistan would prefer to avoid escalation of the
present low intensity conflict (LIC) situation to
conventional war, it has apparently vectored in the
risks involved in pursuing its proxy war strategy into

political, administrative and democratic fronts. We
realize that maladministration, corruption and
unemployment have also been responsible for the
growth of terrorism in the past.

ISI's Modus Operandi:
State-sponsored Terrorism

its operational plans. Yossef Bodansky writes that,
Pakistan knows that the active pursuit of the
current Kashmir strategy may lead to an escalation
of the faceoff with India. Islamabad is ready to deal
with this eventuality while increasing its all out
support for the Kashmiris. In mid-February 1995, a
Foreign Ministry spokesman warned that 'if India
carries out another aggression and war breaks out
between Pakistan and India, it would not be a war
of a thousand years or even a thousand hours, but
only a few minutes and India should not be
oblivious to the potential destruction.' Pakistani
officials add that Pakistan is really in a position to
strike a heavy blow against India through its nuclear
capability. Pakistan also believes that its nuclear
weapons and missiles provide the cheapest option
for peace. Gen Mirza Aslam Beg writes: The
nuclear and missile deterrence have helped
maintain peace in the sub-continent for over two
decades.

In the early 1990s, when local recruits were not
hard to motivate, the ISI relied on Pakistan trained
terrorists (PTMs) for organizing ambushes of
security forces convoys and patrols (using AK-47s
and machine guns). PTMs were also employed for
executing hit-and-run raids on the Central Police
Organizations (CPOs) bunkers and pickets inside
urban areas (for which hand grenades and rocket
propelled grenades were used). For low-risk tasks
such as the planting of anti-personnel land mines
and improvised explosive devices (IEDs) and to act
as couriers of arms, ammunition and messages,
locally trained terrorists (LTMs) wre generally
employed. The ISI had declared 1994 as the year of
'barood' (explosives). Though a fairly large measure
of autonomy was given to the area and district
commanders of terrorist outfits such as Hizbul
Mujahideen (HM), the Jammu and Kashmir
Liberation Front (JKLF) and Harkat ul Ansar (HUM
banned as a terrorist organization by the US State

However, it is self-evident that a foreign power can
sow the seeds of insurgency only when
discontentment and dissent are already widespread
among the people and the situation is ripe for
exploitation. Due to decades of poor governance,

Department) to conduct operations, overall control
was retained by the ISI as it held the purse strings
and was the single largest source of supplies of
arms and ammunition. Orders to the various outfits
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used to be relayed over a clandestine radio station

opportune moment, they were infiltrated through

located in POK. However, the Kalashnikov culture

the porous LoC with the support of the Pakistani

that swept Kashmir Valley soon extracted a

Army. The Army provided a safe passage through

predictable toll. The power of the gun gradually

its own defences, guidance by hired Gujjars and

corrupted the PTMs and they soon began to

Bakkarwals (Kashmiri shepherds) and covering fire

indulge in extortion, loot, rape and murder for petty

from small arms, machine guns and even artillery,

jealousies.

to draw away the attention of Indian troops on the

The criminal activities of the terrorists soon
alienated the Kashmiris. Even political leaders
aligned with terrorist groups have acknowledged
that the abuses undermined the terrorists' support
in Kashmir.

[3]

At the same time, counter-

insurgency operations by the security forces also
gained momentum and a large number of terrorists
were killed in action or apprehended. Kashmiri
families soon became wary of sending their sons
for what they realised was a futile Jihad. The result
was that, beginning around 1994-95, the ISI's
recruitment base in Kashmir Valley gradually dried
up, though recruitment by force continued for
some more time. The ISI then placed its reliance
for further operations in Kashmir predominantly on
foreign mercenaries. The ISI's USP (unique selling
point) was that Islam was in danger in India, in
general, and in Kashmir, in particular. Mercenaries
from POK, Pakistan, Afghanistan, several Gulf and
West Asian countries including Saudi Arabia and
Iraq and many African countries including Egypt,
Libya and Algeria, were hired, trained and inducted
into the Kashmir Valley. In addition, criminals
undergoing long imprisonment sentences in
Pakistani jails were also enticed into participating in

LoC. The command and control set up was loose
and flexible. The mercenaries were usually assigned
to operate in specified areas and co-ordinated their
operations with each other and the remnants of
Kashmiri terrorists. The mercenaries soon found
that the people in Kashmir Valley enjoyed an
unfettered right to practice their religion. Namaz
was performed by the devout five times a day and
the mosques were functioning without any kind of
interference. In fact, the mullahs were quite used to
and rather fond of spewing venom and inciting the
people to rise in revolt. Though the local population
tolerated them as 'guest terrorists' the mercenaries
did not get the promised support from the Kashmiri
people, contrary to what they had been briefed by
their masters in Pakistan. Food and shelter were
hard to come by and the constant flight from the
security forces was tiresome and most
inconvenient. Also, they found that the security
forces, particularly the Indian Army, were a tough
force to reckon with and discovered that a terrorist's
life span in Kashmir was a maximum of four to six
months before he was hounded out and killed or
apprehended. In 1998, as many as 320 foreign
mercenaries were killed.

the so-called Jihad. They were told that their

All this disillusioned the mercenaries very quickly.

sentences would be reprieved if they successfully

The story of extortion, loot, rape and murder was

completed a tenure of ISI ordained duty in J&K.

soon played out again. Some of them even began

Gradually, the presence of foreign mercenaries

to run their own harems. While the people of

among the terrorists went up from 15 per cent in

Kashmir had initially actively participated in a

1994 to 40 per cent in end-1998

[4]

.

The modus operandi was to give the mercenaries
some rudimentary military training and knowledge
about using explosives, arm them with an AK-47
with four magazines of ammunition and give them
a few thousand Rupees in Indian currency. At an

struggle for azadi (independence) and had even
encouraged their sons to join the movement, they
were not willing to put up with the errant and
domineering ways of the foreign mercenaries with
whom they did not identify in any manner
whatsoever. They soon began to give real-time
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intelligence euphemistically called 'actionable'

under control despite the viciousness and

intelligence about the whereabouts of the

ruthlessness of the ISI-sponsored campaign to

mercenaries to the security forces. From then

wrest Kashmir from India, the credit must go to the

onwards, the days of the foreign mercenary in

Indian Army and the other central security forces

Kashmir Valley were numbered. The tide finally

such as the BSF and the CRPF. The Army's

turned around the summer months of 1996 when

relentless effort in conducting counter-insurgency

the ISI found that it was no longer profitable or

operations under the most trying circumstances,

even cost effective to persist with the induction of

while resolutely adhering to the application of the

additional mercenaries in the Valley. At this stage,

principle of 'minimum force', is indeed

the ISI, in conjunction with the Pakistani Army,

commendable and possibly unparalleled. In

appears to have decided to shift the focus of its

contrast to similar situations elsewhere in the world,

activities to the areas south of the Pir Panjal range.

where tanks, aircraft, artillery and mortars have

It was also apparently decided at this time to rely

been freely used with attendant non-combatant

more on terror tactics to discredit the Indian

casualties, the Indian Army has conducted no more

administration, incite a communal and sectarian

than a police operation in Kashmir. In keeping with

divide among the people and, by simultaneously

its training and style, it has carried this out in a

raising the ante in Siachen glacier and along the

methodical fashion, ferreting out and arresting

LoC, project Kashmir as an international

individuals rather than punishing a community,

'flashpoint'.

seeking combat with the terrorists, rather than

In J&K, the ISI kept providing comprehensive
support to five major terrorist groups. These

waiting to be attacked in places where civilians
could be hit.

included Hizbul Mujahideen (approximate strength

The maintenance of law and order is basically the

1,000 terrorists), Harkat ul Ansar (350), Lashkar-e-

responsibility of the State Governments and the

Toiba (300), Al Barq (200) and Al Jihad (150). In all,

defense forces are deployed for counter-

about 2,500 terrorists, mostly foreign mercenaries,

insurgency/internal security duties only against a

belonging to these and other smaller terrorist

specific requisition by the State administration

groups were operating in J&K. The ISI spent about

and/or when they are statutorily required to render

60 to 80 crores every year for prosecuting

such duties under the provisions of the relevant

Pakistan's proxy war against India in J&K alone that

laws such as Armed Forces (Special Powers) Act,

is 5 to 6.5 crores per month

[5]

. It is quite obvious

that Pakistan's doddering economy could ill afford
such expenditure. As the ISI's links with the
narcotics trade in Afghanistan and the agency's
active participation in the illegal arms trade
flourishing in Pakistan's North West Frontier
Province are well known, it can only be assumed
that funding for its nefarious activities in India is
being generated by the ISI itself, with the active
connivance of the Pakistan government and the
Army.

India's Military Response: Paying a High Price

If the situation in Kashmir Valley had been brought

1958, etc.
Besides the casualties being suffered almost on a
daily basis and their adverse impact on morale, the
Army's prolonged involvement in counterinsurgency operations had several other major
disadvantages. The financial costs of sustaining a
successful counter-insurgency campaign are
staggering. It has been estimated that the Army
spents approximately 2,500 crores out of its annual
budget on counter-insurgency operations.
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Agents and Factors Adding to
Perpetuation of Terrorism in Valley

having a marginal presence in the valley, the
Ahle Hadith now has around a million followers
out of a total population of six million, and
there are approximately 700 Ahle Hadith

Radical groups competing for influence

mosques. Their influence has substantially
Sufism that was the essence of Kashmiriyat is
dying a slow death. The Ahle Hadith, Jamaate-Islami, and Tableeghi Jammat reject the Sufi
shrine worship and other syncretic rituals and
practices. Their brand of Islam is fundamentalist in
nature. The corruption in shrines and
superstitious/ dogmatic practices of Sufism are
also substantial factors for the rise of the Ahle

increased over the last decade. However, unlike
the JeI, prominent religious clerics and scholars
of the AhleHadith/ Salafi

Sect do not discuss

politics in their mosque lectures, preferring to
stay away from it. They also consider terrorism
and JeI activities as unislamic. They are busy
establishing an ideological base for something
even more dangerous, i.e. an Islamic Kashmir.

Hadith and other fundamentalist Jamaats.
Besides the robust petro-- dollar funding, better
infrastructure, educated religious scholars and
global Islamism being essential reasons, Kashmiri
youth feel that Ahle Hadith gives them an
empowering Islamic identity in a conflict
environment. Where the dominant narrative is
terrorism, conflict and violence, the peaceful
Sufi meditative religion does not align well with
youth sentiment.
Though the majority of the population is still '
Etaqadi ' (Barelwi local Muslims) but their roots
in Sufism have lost spiritual essence. Only
rituals like worshipping at shrines have remained
with overtones of religious extremism and
communalism, conditioned by the overall milieu
of religious and political radicalization. Once

Thus, Kashmir is increasingly becoming a
battleground for sectarian rivalries. Lately, some
AhleHadith scholars like Mushtaq Veeri had
praised the Islamic State and its leader Abu
Bakr al Baghdadi for propagating the Caliphate
Code in Kashmir.

Mufti Shabbir Ahmad Kasmi,

a Deobandi (ideologically a close cousin of the
Ahle Hadith) had expressed support for Zakir
Musa and his AGUH.
Hadith have a strong presence in the education
sector and institutions. The Salafis are ahead of
others in their non religious social presence. They
run orphanages, clinics, colleges, schools and
madrassas. A lot of Salafi literature has been freely
distributed in Kashmir over the last 30 years.
However, with a home to 2.8 mobile internet

SATP-2017
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users, the spread of Wahhabi influence poses a

and Kashmiri politicians as being 'Pakistani'. The

greater danger through social media messaging

influential round the clock news channels indulge

platforms. This religious overdose is generating

in bitter debates on communal matters, getting

fundamentalism and exclusivism, eventually leading

fanatic religious leaders on their shows that

to extremist thoughts and actions. It is pertinent

contribute to a highly polarised environment.

to mention that the ideological justification of a

Usually, such provocative journalism is taken very

global Jihad and sanctity for terrorism in

seriously in Kashmir. People even in the remote

Kashmir as Jihad is instrumental in generating

villages of Kashmir are

public support for terrorism and stone to the

names like Arnab Goswami, Major Gaurav Arya,

stone pelter. They consider stone pelting as their

and Subramaniam Swami. Some Kashmiri

bare minimum contribution called 'Mujahids during

politicians and youth leaders go to the extent of

CASO'.

attributing radicalization in Kashmir as a reaction

Social and Mainstream Media in
Radicalization and Terrorism

well acquainted with

to Hindu extremism! They added that Hindu
Muslim dynamics in India has an enormous
impact on the Kashmiri mindset. Therefore,
unfortunate incidents of beef lynching and

Social media has also been playing a dominant

communal riots create a feeling of insecurity

role in radicalising the youth. Once a CASO

among Kashmiris.

begins, messages on Whats App groups
mobilise people for stone pelting. Instagram
posts of terrorists, fiery speeches of terrorists
like Masood Azhar, Arabic Taranas are widely
circulated as well. The Youth Forum for
Kashmir set up in Islamabad in 2012 by
Ahmad Qureishi with the backing of the
Pakistan Army has also played an influential
role in fomenting youth unrest in Kashmir. They
targeted universities and colleges.

To an extent, this may be real, but religious
radicalisation has its internal dynamics and it
has been going on independent of happenings
in the overall sociopolitical scenario of India.
Furthermore, there is reluctance on the part of
Kashmiris to accept that radicalisation might
erode the Tahreek ' s international credibility by
exposing strong Islamist undercurrents and
diluting its supposedly secular and political
nature.

However, even the outer trappings of

Further, the coverage of Kashmir events in

the movement are now a far cry from its much

mainstream Indian media is acting as a major

touted secular credentials.

spoiler. Kashmiri youth maintain that mainstream
Indian media portrays all Kashmiris as terrorists

Despite this one cannot deny that national media
or vernacular media in particular as is projecting a
highly biased and negative image of the Kashmiri
people for small TRP interests. This is detrimental
to India's long-term interests in Kashmir and
therefore needs strong reversal through greater
media self-regulation.

Civil Society and Human Rights Groups
Additionally, Indian civil society and human rights
activists are playing a negative role. Nearly 25 crore
Muslims are living peacefully across India with all
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constitutional rights and privileges. Communal

too found quick resonance in the Kashmir Valley. In

incidents are an aberration and given the sheer size

visual terms, the black flag of ISIS had almost

of the country their numbers have been minimal.

started competing with the green Pakistani one's,

Hindu-Muslim conflicts are mostly localized and

not in terms of actual following of these symbolic

arise out of non-religious reasons. However, civil

displays but purely as an irritant against the

society activists and political parties have been

authorities.

blowing things out of proportion for narrow
interests or out of ideological hatred. There is
hardly any rationality behind such narratives. The
oft-quoted narratives made rather irresponsibly for
political gain ('rising intolerance', 'emergency-likeconditions,' 'government-being-controlled by
Fascist and dictatorial forces') are having the worst
impact on young minds in Kashmir. Deliberate and
malicious attempts to portray the central
government's dictatorial and extremist image is
leading to a feeling that the Indian establishment is
planning to effect demographic changes and dilute
their autonomy. We all know that there is hardly any
truth in such narratives but the repeated peddling
of such lies is furthering the agenda of terrorist

Having looked at the sporadic attempts to
internationalize the Kashmir issue, it appears that
the Kashmiri separatist movement is entering the
next phase i.e. its internationalization. Such efforts
can be seen in Turkey's rising involvement, which
through its official online portal TRT World, is
leaving no stone unturned to blow the Kashmir
issue out of proportion, fabricating and
disseminating false information. One can also
observe dishonesty in such attempts when the
Islamist and extremist nature of the separatist
movement is conveniently brushed aside. This
discussion of attempts to internationalize the
Kashmir issue deserves a separate and detailed
commentary.

organizations and foreign-based actors. There is
thus an urgent need for civil society and political

Terror Finance

parties to exercise rationality or it will severely hurt
India's national security interests.

Information on terrorist support structures is not
easy to come by and even when it does, it is

Impact of Developments in the Global
Arena
Global jjihad and the growing awareness of
geopolitical happenings in Syria, Yemen, Myanmar,
Pakistan and Iran may also be a contributing
influence to radicalizing Kashmiri youth. There are
a few people who claim to have met Kashmiris who
fought alongside ISIS fighters in the battles of
Mosul and Fallujah. While the veracity of such
claims is difficult to establish, this is not new. It may
be recalled that the Arab Spring movement that
started in Tunisia and rapidly spread across the
Arab world, was closely followed in Kashmir with
the youth agitation of 2008 being largely influenced
by the happenings in that part of the world.
Similarly, the Baghdadi phenomenon in Syria-Iraq

sketchy and mostly anecdotal. Perhaps, it is only
the intelligence and security agencies, which have a
fairly definite idea of the sources and magnitude of
terrorist funding. For instance, investigators in the
US believe that terrorists had spent about US
$5,00,000 to carry out their September 11 attacks
although it likely cost the US at least $100 billion to
repair the damage. And this does not even include
the cost of the war against terrorism that the
Americans have embarked upon in our backyard.
Other countries like Britain attempt to quantify
terrorist finances through the number and
magnitude of suspect transactions put through
their financial system. In Britain alone, 19,500
suspect transactions were detected in year 2001, of
which more than 4,000 was post-September.
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Estimate of Terrorist Financing

authorities for terrorist activities in the Valley. These
reports also said that another functionary of the

So far, there seem to be no estimates on the extent

APHC in Jammu had also made a similar

of financing available to terrorist outfits operating in

accusation against his own colleagues in Kashmir

different parts of India. A rough estimate of the

and specified the amount misappropriated as 80

extent of terrorist financing in single region, namely,

crore

Jammu & Kashmir (J&K), from information

a sum of 3,00,000 a month. In the Kashmir Valley,

available from a variety of sources is that, Pakistan

about 5 lakh are collected every month as voluntary

spends around US $5 million annually (24 crore) to

donations. It is learnt that 2.36 lakh were collected

sustain terrorism in Kashmir while India's

from Srinagar-Sopore alone on the eve of Eid.

expenditure on counter insurgency operations

Compensation paid to terrorists/their families for

(CI-OPS) is around US $1.46 billion annually (730

carrying out their activities in J&K might provide an

crore)

[6]

. These figures are an indication of how

[8]

. A senior Huriyat leader, it is learnt, receives

indication of the extent of terrorist funding.

every dollar spent on terrorist activities necessitates
a financial commitment several orders of

Transnational linkages

magnitude on counter-intelligence and physical
expenditures in the target country.

The terrorism in J&K which originally started as a
domestic movement, has acquired transnational

We are of the view that financing terrorism in J&K
costs no more than 400-500 crore. This estimate
has been made on the basis of the observation that
even a large terrorist outfit like Hijb-ul-Mujahideen
(HM) needs no more than 30 to 40 crore annually.
There are no more than 10-15 such outfits in the
valley.

[7]

linkages since 1992-93. Initially, the spearheads
were the Jammu and Kashmir Liberation Front
(JKLF) and Hizb-ul-Mujahideen (HM). But these two
have been overshadowed by Lashker-e-Taiba (LeT),
Jaish-e-Mohammed (JeM), Al Badr etc. Each of
these terrorist outfits is affiliated to various over
ground political factions in India and Pakistan.

The All Party Huriyat Conference (APHC) is the

Thus, the political wing of the HM is the Jammat-e-

largest beneficiary of foreign funds in the region.

Islami and that of the LeT is the Markaz-ud-Dawa-

Local Kashmiri newspapers had reported that Al

Wal-Ishad of Pakistan. These political wings make

Barq, a terrorist organization accused and

most of the collections and financial transactions

threatened Mr. Abdul Gani Lone, a senior leader of

for their terrorist wings

the APHC, for misappropriating money given by the

foreign terrorists operating in J&K are from

Inter Services Intelligence (ISI) and Pakistani

Pakistan. Save a small percentage of funds made

[9]

. Up to 90 per cent of the

through collections and donations
made in the Valley, 90 per cent of the
funding is from other countries/Islamic
organisations like, World Association of
Muslim Youth, Rabit-e-Alam Islami,
World Kashmir Freedom Movement,
Kashmir American Council, Kashmir
Study Group, and Friends of Kashmir,
UK, etc. However, the major
contributor remains Pakistan through
ISI and its High Commission in India
and Nepal

[10]

.
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Sources of Terrorist Funding in J&K

of the Mujahideen the money will be used for their
needs

Source percentage direct from Pakistan, 25% from
narcotics, 15% from illegal sale of arms, 10%
through counterfeit currency, 10% through Zakat
(an Islamic tax) & donations, 10% from
international Islamic organisations & Organisation
of Islamic Countries and 20% through
extortion/bank robberies.

[11]

.

The Pakistan based Markaz-ul-Dawa-Ishad, the
parent outfit of LeT and a religious organisation
puts out regular advertisements in its in-house
monthly magazine, Al Dawa. It urges Muslims to
donate money for Kashmir 'Jihad Fund' and
deposit it in bank accounts. The mushrooming
growth of madrassas on the Indo-Pak border and in

There are two main sources of terrorist financing-

the interior provides an indication of the channels

the diaspora and domestic. The latter includes

into which these funds flow. A visible aspect can be

co-ethnic, co-religionist groups which finance

seen on Jammu-Srinagar National Highway where

organised crime. The former includes the Pakistani

unaccounted open collections are made in front of

State as well as Pakistani Kashmiris who are known

mosques

[12]

.

to contribute to Kashmiri terrorist outfits operating

Narco-Terrorism

on Indian soil.
It has been recorded that external funding is of a
much higher magnitude than funding coming from
domestic sources. Estimates indicate that between
US $1,00,000-200,000 had been raised by JKLF,
the diaspora and other Kashmiri groups. It is
instructive to note that funding picked up in
response to certain domestic events in past. For
instance, the demolition of the Babri Masjid in 1992
led to large contributions to the kitty of terrorists
operating against India.

Charities

The nexus between narcotics and terrorism had led

Kashmiri terrorists obtain financial support from

to a new term Narco-Terrorism. It is recognized as

dozens of Islamic charities and radical Islamic

one of the oldest and most dependable sources of

organizations that channel funds to terrorist

terrorist financing, primarily because of the

groups. The Al Rasheed Trust based in Karachi is

magnitudes of finance involved in both the

run by Maulana Masood Azhar, was originally set up

activities. Arun Kumar, in his book on Black

as a welfare organization. In the 1980s it was co-

Economy in India says drug profits have been used

opted by the ISI to channel Saudi Arabian funds to

to finance terrorism in the South, the North-East,

10

the Afghan Mujahideen

. After the Taliban took

over in Afghanistan, the ISI shifted the Trust's focus
to Kashmir and used it to finance insurgency in
Kashmir. It publishes advertisements in the
Pakistani press asking for funds for welfare work in
Kashmir, Chechnya, Kosovo etc. But it clearly
informs donors that it will decide how to spend the
money. For instance, it says, if there is a dire need

Punjab and Kashmir

[13]

.

Pakistan's involvement in Narco-Terrorism dates
back to the era of Soviet intervention in
Afghanistan. President Zia's involvement in
narcotics trade is an open secret and he diverted
some proceeds of this income towards funding the
Kashmir 'Jihad' which continued even after his
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death. Narcotic smugglers based in Pakistan and

pathway to Jannat that could redeem them of

controlled by ISI are reported to have earnings in

their worst worldly sins, still retains validity and

excess of US $ 2.5 billion. According to a UNDP

emotional attraction in common perception.

report, Pakistan's heroin industry is estimated to

This attitude is strikingly similar to what French

have a turnover of US $ 74 billion. In early 1991,

expert Olivier Roy has discovered about French

Pakistani Prime Minister Nawaz Sharief, is learnt to

foreign terrorists, many of whom have been

have said that, Pakistani Army Chief and the ISI

found to be gays, drug addicts, hardly

Chief proposed a detailed 'blueprint' for selling

performing a Namaz and joining ISIS in search

heroin to pay for the country's covert military

of an identity. Their social uprootedness and

[14]

operations

lack of integration in western societies has

.

Extortion and Fake Currency
Extortion has emerged as a major source of
terrorist funding. Police and Intelligence agencies
believe that most of the businessmen, shopkeepers,
government employees, contractors, especially
those dealing in timber and persons with sound
financial background are easy targets. They have
bought peace by coughing up, as and when
extortion demands are made. During 1990-95,
Rs. 7.30 crore was looted by terrorists to fund their
activities. Needless to say estimates of extortion
funds are impossible, but could run into several
crores of rupees per year.

provoked them to join ISIS. In Kashmir, a similar
phenomenon could be happening. The new
generation seems to be losing respect for old
institutions of society. They do not respect
elders and shrines, have no faith in institutions
of family and marriage and indulge in
promiscuity and drugs. Morals, loyalty and
ethics in social, personal and political life have
strongly eroded. The worst effect of the long
conflict has been on the culture and traditions
of Kashmir. Now in the absence of rootedness
which the culture and social system provided,
they are suffering from an acute sense of
collective depression and hopelessness. As a
result, they either take to drugs or seek new

A perceptible increase in the circulation of fake
Indian currency notes (FICNs) has been recorded in
the past in the Kashmir Valley. Against seizure of

outlets for identity and anchorage in religion or
rather an exclusivist and fundamentalist version of
faith.

FICNs worth 8,45,000 in 1995, the seizure in 2001

would easily be several times this figure.

Pakistan Factor prompting Pseudo
Groups

Seizures of FICNs specifically on the Indo-Pak and

It appears that Pakistani controllers are finding

Indo-Nepal borders combined with the disclosures

it challenging to send weapons and terrorists

made by 'carriers' reveal indisputably that the ISI is

across the border because of the increased

behind this racket. It is easy to infer that

vigilance and border fencing. India ' s aggressive

counterfeiting confers double benefits: sabotaging

response to the transborder misadventures of

the Indian economy and generating funds for

Pakistani forces seems to have changed the

was 3.56 crore (FICNs were being sold at a
discount of 60-70 per cent). Actual circulation

[15]

terrorists activities

.

perception on the other side. They believe that
any misadventure will be met with massive

Changing Values; Crumbling Institutions

retaliation. Further, they are facing global
condemnation as a terror sponsoring country

Amidst all these, the great sense of redemption
in the idea of death as a Mujahid, as a

and, are facing

Financial Action Task Force
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border actors intend to use such
intellectual proxies for false
propaganda, psychological war and to
malign India abroad. According to
counter reputation terrorism expert,
young scholars are invited to Pakistan
on the pretext of attending seminars
and youth conferences in universities.
There, invitee scholars are arranged to
meet prominent civil servants,
diplomats, politicians and intelligence
officials. Once they come back, they
(FATF) sanctions. The global mandate is against

raise fictitious issues of human rights

terrorism, so it is not as easy for them to

and their narrative is selective, biased and

stage major terrorist attacks. However, their

incomplete. In future, such activists are likely

strategy involves keeping a limited number of

to be used to raise issues like the rights of

foreign terrorists active in diverse areas as

people displaced in hydroelectric projects in the

catalysts. They keep the population on the boil,

Valley. Further, they are also focused on

keep public passions high and abet people for

polarizing and dividing the state on communal,

stone-pelting.

religious and regional lines. Many prominent

Meanwhile, homegrown Terrorism seems to
have filled the space rendering the pains of
sending FTs partly superfluous. As a result one
comes across many innovations in their
strategy. It appears that in future Pakistan based
actors might stay more focused on strategy,
planning and raise high the category of highvalue logistics leaving the operational aspects
to local actors. In value logistics, they are
inviting a group of young Kashmiris to Pakistan
to visit under the pretext of meeting relatives
or other excuses, and training them in the use
of IED explosives. It is easier, cheaper and risk
free to undertake such missions. Also, the
possibilities of being detected are fewer. They will
continue to coordinate, act as an essential

stakeholders, including mainstream politicians in
Kashmir have been demanding a divisional
status for the Pir Panjal and Chenab Valley,
which geographically and in popular perception,
are parts of the Jammu region. Such demands
smack of creating fractions in the Jammu
region and infest it with a separatist insurgency.
The Jammu region has so far been largely
disconnected from the Islamist and separatist
Kashmiri insurgency. Further, this author was
also witness to nefarious attempts to usher in
demographic changes in Jammu and Ladakh
region to make these regions Muslim dominated
and to radicalise local liberal Muslims.

The Way Forward

conduit, maintain discipline, and above all,

Given this background, some

punish any deviant behavior.

observations/recommendations are being made

Recent trends also indicate that cross border
actors are interested more in raising human

on the basis of issues discussed in succeeding
paragraphs:

rights issues. To promote this, young people

While the phenomenon of a rising level of

are being encouraged to study law, international

radicalization, a strong sense of separatism,

relations, human rights and sociology. Cross

continuing alienation and anti India feeling in
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nuanced policy package that is a mix
of soft and hard approaches.
Indoctrination levels of local terrorists
are low due to their strong cultural
roots.
Unlike the situation where people join
Terrorism strictly out of intellectual
ultra leftist leanings while dealing with
Terrorism in Kashmir, the emotional
and psychological factor must be
Kashmir are a reality, yet these should not be
the reason to conclude that things have come to a
dead end. There are many layers to the
prevalent sentiment of dissatisfaction and
unrest. The anger of the youth is more about
the trust deficit which has intensified in the

taken into consideration. Someone who has
become a terrorist

to seek personal revenge

can always be brought back into the
mainstream, or even the conditions that provoke
an individual to seek revenge through the gun
can be addressed.

absence of a proper dialogue or engagement.
Grievances with the civil administration, fears
about dilution of autonomy, lack of employment
and economic opportunities, near collapse of
tourism and the handicraft industry, shoddy
civilian infrastructure and basic utilities, poor
academic infrastructure, corruption, nepotism
and

angst with routine discomforts arising out

In the case of FTs who are highly radicalized
and have a high level of anti agenda, our
single-- India minded approach should neutralize
them by force while crossing the borders or
where ever else, in their hideouts or
sanctuaries. They are enemies of the State and
should be dealt with accordingly.

of their interface with the armed forces. Past

Primary challenge is not the number of

abrogation of Article 370 and formation of UT

terrorists but the public support for it. The

many positive steps by LG administration and law

quantum and intensity of stone pelting during

and order revamp has led to a promise in

CASO are reliable indicators of the level of

population for development.

public support for terrorists. Hence, we have to

The young shout slogans of  Azadi , but they
have no clarity of thought nor any futuristic
plans and strategy. This provides a ray of hope
that in some ways and in some areas they can

strike at the social and cultural constituency of
Terrorism and bring the recruitment levels
down. In the current phase, there appears to be a
vacuum.

be engaged. The youth that expresses a strong

However, there are ample reasons for hope. In the

sense of separatism surprisingly softens down to

course of discussions on youth unrest, a

show a genuine desire for dialogue.

number of suggestions and observations have

Local youth join any terrorist organization for
four important reasons namely, hopelessness,
revenge (mostly because of the atrocities by
the armed forces), religious conviction and

mentioned that the youth in Kashmir are also
looking for a good career, joining the civil
services, media, the modeling world and the
film industry. There are many students pursuing

attraction for the gun as a symbol of
empowerment. Homegrown Terrorism

been made. Along with that, it may also be

and the

public support for it is where we need a

a master's program in International Relations
(IR). An interesting case is of a terrorist, fully
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trained in handling weapons, having participated

be of

in several encounters, getting converted into an

with dignity). It has to be a multipronged approach

ultra Communist, now holding a master ' s

with multiple layers of engagement.

degree in comparative religions, and now
pursuing his second masters in IR. Kashmiri
youth are talented, sharp, and ambitious and
looking for opportunities to study in foreign
universities, get good jobs, and improve their
quality of life.

Azadi baraye aman-o -Ahatram

(peace

b) We need to have a long-term political and
economic vision for Kashmir. We need to ask the
right questions-what kind of Kashmir we want after
15-20 or 25 years and what is the roadmap for that.
A committee of experts could be constituted to
chart out a political, economic, educational,

Course of Action

cultural and religious roadmap for Kashmir. It

Kashmir is at a very critical juncture. The so called

the strategy and the steps ahead. There must be

'movement' is directionless and leaderless. It may

consistency in our approach.

take a blind turn. If it goes on like this, it may
lead to anarchy and the region could become
the hunting ground for all kinds of barbaric Jihadi

should define the underlying principles, objectives,

c) For some short-term gains, no compromise
should even be thought of, with the core principles
or our long-term interests and objectives.

forces like Al Qaeda and the ISIS. There are forces
waiting to capitalise on the ongoing youth unrest.
To deal with the situation, the suggestions that
could be considered are outlined in succeeding
paragraphs:-

d) There should be no compromise with our policy
of zero-tolerance to religious extremism and
terrorism. A systematic crackdown on Jamaat-eIslami must be strategically pursued, in all sincerity.
Moreover, the effort must be undertaken on a

a) It is imperative that before the Pakistanis or any

sustained basis.

transnational terrorist groups act, we get our act
together and develop a new narrative acceptable to
the Kashmiri people, built around finding a political,

e) The recent multiple NIA raids and seizing of
properties is hard hitting and should be continued.

diplomatic, psychological and spiritual solution.

f) Over reliance on security narrative and use of

The present situation after abrogation of article 370

hard power will not be very helpful in case of home-

gives us the necessesary space to act. The new

grown Terrorism. If one terrorist dies, five others

narrative could also include the frequently heard

join the movement. Therefore, we have to address

demand for Azadi. We can redefine Azadi as

the challenge of recruitment and strike at the

Azadi from poverty, violence, nepotism,

social, political, cultural and intellectual roots of

corruption, religious extremism and injustice.

Terrorism. OGWs must be dealt with heavy hand.

Against prevailing notions of Azadi, our stand can

g) As stated earlier, there is no clarity and logical
consistency among the separatists and mainstream
politicians regarding the political aspect of the
issue. We need to strengthen the mainstream in
Kashmir and institutionalize democracy as a spirit.
We can strengthen mainstream politics by
engaging politicians in dialogue and incentivizing
the joining of the mainstream. The mainstreaming
process should include politicians, civil society,
clergy, artists, writers, journalists, civil servants,
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academicians, students, panchayat leaders and

k) The Kashmiris by nature are scholars. Their

the business class. Inviting mainstream

natural skills in the softer aspects of life such

stakeholders for lectures, seminars, discussions,

as art, literature and emotions are very subtle

and interactions across the country in

and refined. We need to engage youth at that

universities, colleges, chambers of commerce,

level where there is the meeting of minds. We

development institutions and by the different

need to create political, social and intellectual

state governments will create the necessary

and cultural outlets for the young generation to

goodwill. Engaging separatists will enhance their

express themselves.

stakes in the peace process. It will create a
friendly space to channel the political solution.
It will be very helpful in mitigating the angst of
people.

l) Youth forums can be platforms where
political, social and cultural issues can be freely
discussed. They should also be encouraged to
interact with youth from other parts of the

h) The district administration should have an open

country. They can be invited to think

door policy. Cleanliness, electricity, roads

universities.

maintenance and other routine issues of public life

story of India covering freedom of expression,

will help in breaking the ice. The current

democracy, secularism, respect for diversity,

disconnect between Kashmiris and

multiculturalism and the liberty of pursuing

administrative officials from other states working

various art forms, could sell well in this context.

in Kashmir have led to a kind of stagnation.

They should not see the gun as a source of

The district administration should have regular

empowerment. The alternate role models can

'chaupals' in rural areas. This goodwill generating

be created in academics, sports, civil services,

process has to reach the grassroots in Kashmir.

literature, journalism, and films.

District Collectors, Divisional Commissioners and
other city administrative officials should visit
schools, panchayats, mosques and other social
forums in remote areas and engage the people
in dialogue.

tanks, colleges, schools, and The

m) Kashmiri youth must be exposed to a
course in critical thinking. The curriculum
should focus on teaching diverse religious and
ideological thought processes. It can have six
schools of Indian philosophy, western

i) Groups of Kashmiri teachers and students

philosophy, and political philosophy, philosophy

from rural areas can be taken to Delhi and

of religion, comparative religions and

other state capitals for informal interactions.

international affairs. The curriculum should also

Such outreach should avoid excessive media

involve meditation, yoga and psychological

glare and politicization of such events must be

counseling to generate positive thinking.

checked effectively.

n) The Kashmiri youth mindset needs to be

j) Youth engagement programmes have so far

internationalized and catapulted out of the

focused on employment generation. However,

perceived or real sense of victimhood.

when the cause is psychological, such a

Sentiments of religious extremism and

narrow corridor approach will hardly serve the

separatism are also strengthened due to lack

right purpose. Definition of engagement should

of exposure to global developments. Through

be widened to include addressing their sense of

foreign exposure, they will have an interface

alienation and the trust deficit. The key lies in

with forces of post-modern globalization,

the right way of communication and creating the

development and economic growth.

right perception.

o) In brief, it can be said that the state should
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have a dominant presence in the academic

De-radicalization

space and not in the religious organizations as
they mainly focus on  Deeni-taleem , i.e.,

Moving on to other important issues, as stated

religious studies. In schools, the curriculum of

earlier, there is an urgent need to take

Kashmiriyat and nationalism must be developed

cognition of the growing threat posed by

and taught. The young generation hardly

radicalization in

knows anything about Nand Rishi, Lalleshwari,

agreed that the best guards against

Lalitaditya Muktapida, Kalhan and the rich

radicalization are provided by India ' s family

scholarly heritage of Kashmir. Such a narrative

system and social traditions. Fortunately, in

will go a long way in checking separatism and

Kashmir, the family as a unit is still secure.

radicalization.

Ordinarily, a radicalized person severs all ties

p) Easy availability of extremist literature must be
given serious consideration. The youth must lay
hands on nonreligious literature. Literary festivals,
music festivals and other literary events (by
thinks tanks, development agencies, government
bodies and non government bodies) can be
organised in Srinagar, Leh, Jammu and other
cities of the state.

Kashmiri society. It is broadly

with the family and old friends. However, in
Kashmir, terrorists maintain their ties with the
family, though for security reasons, physical
contact might be few and far between. In
families, girls and women are highly empowered.
Kashmiri women who constitute 50 percent of
the population, need to be engaged in the de
radicalization campaign. Further, efforts in the
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direction of reviving and preserving the

schemes of the Government of India do not

Kashmiri cultural heritage in music, spirituality,

address the problems and concerns specific to

arts, language, and literature can be

conflict and post conflict societies like Kashmir.

undertaken. Since universities and colleges are

For conflict zones like Kashmir, such schemes

emerging as significant centres of Jihadi

and programs need to be customized. For that,

radicalization, these should be subjected to

if required, even UN experts and international

NAAC inspections on a regular basis. Apart

development experts who have worked in the

from a quality upgrade, the NAAC should also

conflict zones could be co opted.

keep track of radicalization trends in academic
institutions and submit regular reports on them.
Prompt action must be recommended by NAAC to
counter religious extremism in the academic world.

Social Media
The narrative on social media needs to be
challenged and replaced with an alternative.

Also, there is a need for the Government to

Whats App and Facebook groups run by

evolve a long counter-- term de-radicalization

Pakistan proxies like JeI, global Jihadi

and radicalization policy for Kashmir. This would

organizations and terrorist organizations are very

require detailed exploration by subject experts,

refined and sophisticated in terms of quality of

but it must be multidisciplinary in its approach,

content and their logical rigor. Facts and

roping in religious scholars, experts in the

figures are deftly manipulated and selectively

philosophy of religion and politics, experts in

presented to nourish a fertile ground for

cyber jihad, psychologists, educationists, civil

vulnerable minds which can be easy targets for

society members, Geopolitics scholars, security

Jihadi ideology and anti India feelings. The

experts, intelligence fraternity, sociologists, and

quality and content of the videos are also much

other relevant actors. To begin with, the

evolved. India needs a very systematic, scientific

Government can launch a strategic, precise and

and a nuanced effort that reflects a sound

an all around effective crack core constituents of

understanding of Kashmiri subconscious while

radicalization infrastructure. Business, employment

developing an alternate narrative. Here also, the

and livelihood-- down on the organisations like

task has to be assigned to experts in the field

JI the business linkages of Kashmir and the rest

rather than left to the security and intelligence

of India, particularly in the
traditional areas of horticulture,
handicrafts, tourism and carpet
industries, have always been very
robust but for the last nearly three
decades when these links came
under serious strain on account of
Terrorism. There is an urgent need
to strengthen and further develop
old ties. Tourism and carpet
industries need a complete overhaul.
New employment and business
opportunities for the youth can be
created in these sectors through
specialized efforts. The existing
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establishments on their own. An alternate

to and stop sponsorship of terrorism. In the

narrative needs to be created in universities

meantime, the current robust kinetic posture

and colleges of Jammu and Kashmir to counter

against transborder Pakistani activities in aiding

lies peddled by cross border actors. Think

and ' abetting terror activities, including financial

forums or inter-- tanks, research forums, youth

support, must continue in a sustained manner.

faith dialogue bodies and cultural interaction
clubs can be created to challenge dominant
narratives of Jihad and the hypocrisy of
Pakistan in political matters. Pakistan keeps
silent on the atrocities faced by Uighur Muslims
in China but keeps harping on the grievances
in Kashmir and India. Such forums can initiate
debates on the conditions of minorities, state of
civil rights and democracy in Pakistan.

Since the Surgical Strike (Sept. 2017), people in
Kashmir feel very enthusiastic about India's
ability to respond in a proactive manner. For the
future, if Pakistan does not show any
substantial change in its stance, then the option
of a sub conventional/ hybrid war should be
explored. It also needs to be mentioned with a
special emphasis that India ' s strong and
aggressive

Rejection of religious extremist parties in the
recent elections in Pakistan can also be the
subject matter of such forums. These will be
very helpful in demolishing the lies peddled by
Pakistan and its proxies in Kashmir. They can
organise discussions on strengthening

force posture with Pakistan which in

effect involves giving them a proportionate or
even disproportionate response, if needed, plays
an important role in clearing the smokescreens
of confusion in a Kashmiri mind. Kashmiri
subconscious is generally confused on various
issues. May be several centuries of foreign rule

democracy, merits of the liberal world order and
the true meanings of Azadi.

has left its imprint on the collective psyche of
Kashmiris. It would be desirable to approach

The spiritual vision of masters like Sri Sri

the problem directly rather than taking a

Ravishankar, Sadguru, Jaggi Vasudev

circuitous route by avoiding the political aspects

and

others can be immensely useful in providing a

of the issue. There needs to be clarity of

healing touch to Kashmir. It may not be a well

vision for this, and in due course, concrete

known fact that the father of the deceased HM

proposals need to be rolled out.

leader Burhan Wani spent several days in an
Art of Living ashram after his son ' s encounter
death. This fact puts a big question mark on
the whole narrative of religious extremism in
Kashmir. Kashmiri subconscious still has
sufficient space for the spiritual pathways of
Tauhid and Vedanta. It's time we explored these
domains. The Pakistan factor in Kashmir affairs
is a fact of life, and hence, it is important to
engage Pakistan in a dialogue and peace
process. However, there should be no going
back on our firm stand that terror and talks

A Solution in Sight
Clearly, India's patience has been stretched almost
to the limit and the strain is now showing.
Demands for a more pro-active Kashmir policy are
becoming vociferous. The country has exercised
restraint against Pakistan's proxy war and shown
enough tolerance. We must make the costs
unbearable for Pakistan. Why is the nation shying
away from exercising the military option? The
abrogation of Art 370 has certainly opened a path
for reformation.

cannot go together. Kashmiris have by and
large now come to accept this reality. For any
dialogue process to resume, progress and
eventually succeed, Pakistan must cease support

It is axiomatic that there can be no military solution
to an insurgency. The security forces can only
restore functional normalcy so that the law and
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order situation is under control and the writ of the

administration, 'show the flag' by virtue of their

civil administration runs in the state. The level of

presence in the area, particularly the villages in the

violence can be curtailed to a large extent and the

interior, and provide security cover to civil officials

number of incidents can be considerably reduced

to enable them to perform their duties without fear.

by co-ordinated operations. However, the security

Exemplary state and national level leadership and a

forces cannot eliminate the insurgency. To do that,

resolute and unwavering political will are necessary

the root causes of the insurgency have to be

to root out insurgency. Lets hope that we

identified and tackled and the people's perceived

collectively show resolve as a population to take

grievances redressed. That is a task which only the

ourselves and other citizens out of the bane of

civil administration and elected political leaders can

terrorism.

undertake. The security forces can assist by
carrying out 'civic action' on behalf of the civil
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